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Off-Line Leak Testing Machine for hermetically form filled sealed Package
systems

- The Machine is designed for Non-Destructive Integrity Testing
of Containers.
- The Machine is suitable for 100% in-line and off-line testing.
- The Measurement System comprises first applying a smooth
mechanical pressure to the reference Container and then
measuring the force exerted by the Container itself on a
dedicated contact transducer. The presence of a leakage
determines air/product outflow from the pressed Container,
thus decreasing the reactive force level applied to the
transducer. The test objective is to detect Container leakages by
measuring the exerted force variation over time.
- The Machine is designed and manufactured for installation in
clean areas for less critical phases of sterile product fabrication
(Class C and D).

Key Objectives and Benefits

- Fully automated test cycle sequencing with Containers
manual loading and unloading.
- Fast, reliable and repeatable results.
- Non-invasive and Non-destructive Test Method.
- Works on a broad range of hermetically form filled sealed
package systems and Containers.
- Compact and robust design.
- Enhanced easy-to-use HMI integrated functions.
- Easy to clean &ndash; no hidden corners.
- Ease of maintenance: free access to all moving parts.
- Cost-effective solution.
- Storage, maintenance, and download of historical data
(production, raw data, events, alarms).
- HMI Real Time display of statistics and raw data.

Technical Specifications

Tested Container IV Bags .
Container Filling Filled.
Container Content Liquid.
Machine Type Indexed Leak Tester.
Testing Methods Force Decay.
Max speed  Cpm
Min Container Dimension 5 x 23 x 2
Max Container Dimension 10 x 45 x 15
Testing Heads Number Data available upon request
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Bonfiglioli Engineering S.r.l. a socio unico
via Rondona, 33 - 44049 Vigarano Pieve (FE) Italy
Tel. +39 0532 715 631 - Fax +39 0532 715 625 - P.IVA IT00846990380
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